**Babies!**

Protects baby's clothes during feeding time  
Sleeping place with bars to keep the baby safe  
Get some ointment for this or the baby will be upset  
Ones with colorful pictures and rhyming words are best  
Another word for soft and baby-safe, especially toys  
The cutest little things for baby's feet  
Mechanized chair that lulls baby to sleep  
Handy for cleaning up messy bottoms  
Feeds the baby, especially when mom's not available  
Get one on quick, or there will be a mess  
Musical and colorful decoration hanging above the crib  
Noisy toy for babies who have learned how to grasp things  
Party for the new mother with lots of gifts  
Powder that keeps bottoms dry and rashes away  
Chair that baby can get moving by his own actions  
Put a cloth on your shoulder before doing this with the baby  
Convenient way to bring junior along when walking around  
Protects the baby while traveling  
Lets mom know when the baby is awake or not happy  
Gently formulated to clean baby's hair  
That one piece fuzzy outfit that keeps the baby warm  
When milk is not enough, move on to this  
Baby quieting device also known as a binky or plug  
Take lots of __; they grow up fast  
Where the new mother can give ideas for shower gifts  
The best thing for taking the baby on a walk  
Seat for feeding baby, but watch out for messes  
Where all the stinky action takes place

---

**Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:**

```
  - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - - - -
```

**Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:**

```
___________________________
```

---
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